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Carillion Board 
The verdict was: 

Carillion’s directors took huge salaries and bonuses which, for all their professed 
contrition in evidence before us, they show no sign of relinquishing. SC Page 68. 

Carillion’s Financial Directors 
These are shown in Box 7.1. SC and page number refers to the Select Committee report and 
page number within that report1. In February 2018, Emma Mercer, Carillion’s last CFO, gave 
damning testimony on Carillion’s accounting practices to the parliamentary committee that was 
investigating Carillion’s collapse. In April 2017 she returned to the UK from Canada to take 
up the post of finance director of Carillion’s construction services arm; she discovered a 
number of accounting practices with which she was uncomfortable, notably ‘a slightly more 
aggressive accounting of the contracts than we had previously experienced in the UK before 
we  left’ and that ‘the number of contracts we were taking judgments on and the size of those 
judgments had increased’2. She reported her misgivings to the Board, which ordered the review 
that led to the July 2017 Trading Update.  

1 SC, 2018, House of Commons. Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and Work and Pensions Committees. 
Carillion 
Second Joint report from the Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and Work and Pensions Committees of 
Session 2017–19. HC 769. Published on 16 May 2018. by authority of the House of Common. 
Available at: 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmworpen/769/769.pdf 
Accessed July 2018. 
2 Shoaib, A., 2018, ‘Carillion inquiry: missed red flags, aggressive accounting and the pension deficit. In a series 
of meetings the joint parliamentary committee grilled Carillion directors, pension regulators and KPMG and 
Deloitte auditors on accounting methods, problem contracts, and oversights. This is the story so far.’, 
Accountancy Age, 26 February 2018 
Available at: 
https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/02/26/carillion-inquiry-missed-red-lights-aggressive-accounting-
pension-deficit/ 
Accessed July 2018. 
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Box 7.1 Carillion’s Finance Directors 
Emma Mercer (the star) Appointed from September 2017 to collapse 

Emma Mercer is the only Carillion director to emerge from the collapse with any 
credit. She demonstrated a willingness to speak the truth and challenge the status quo, 
fundamental qualities in a director that were not evident in any of her colleagues. SC 
Page 45. 

 
Zafar Khan Appointed from January 2017 to September 2017 

Zafar Khan failed to get a grip on Carillion’s aggressive accounting policies or make 
any progress in reducing the company’s debt. He took on the role of Finance Director 
when the company was already in deep trouble, but he should not be absolved of 
responsibility. He signed off the 2016 accounts that presented an extraordinarily 
optimistic view of the company’s health, and were soon exposed as such. SC Page 
46. 

Richard Adam Appointed from 2007 to December 2016 
Richard Adam, as Finance Director between 2007 and 2016, was the architect of 
Carillion’s aggressive accounting policies. He, more than anyone else, would have 
been aware of the unsustainability of the company’s approach. His voluntary 
departure at the end of 2016 was, for him, perfectly timed. He then sold all his 
Carillion shares for £776,000 just before the wheels began very publicly coming off 
and their value plummeted. These were the actions of a man who knew exactly where 
the company was heading once it was no longer propped up by his accounting tricks. 
SC Page 46. 

 
An attempt to question aggressive accounting overlooked 
Zafar Khan replaced Richard Adams as finance director in late 2016. Zafar Khan was forced 
out and replaced by Emma Mercer in September 2017 but not before a number of irregularities 
were discovered.  
 
The FT of 27 February 20183 claimed: 

 Minutes of a May 9 board meeting record Emma Mercer (finance director of Carillion’s 
construction services arm), as having told Adam Green, managing director, that there 
were issues with which she was “uncomfortable”. 

 Minutes from another meeting on May 15 recorded her as having told a subcommittee 
that there was “sloppy accounting”. 
 

                                                 
3 Plimmer, G., ‘Carillion finance director raised alarm in May  
Emma Mercer blew whistle on ‘sloppy accounting’, but she felt ignored, minutes shows’, Financial Times, 2 
February 2018, 
Available at: 
https://www.ft.com/content/9543cef6-1b16-11e8-956a-43db76e69936 
Accessed July 2018. 
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In the select committee hearings, Emma Mercer, the company’s former finance director, 
suggested that her predecessor Zafar Khan and former chief executive Richard Howson had 
been “aggressive” with how they accounted for key contracts. That claim was denied by Zafar 
Khan, finance director for nine months until September 2017, who denied being “asleep at the 
wheel” and expressed his surprise over the firm’s liquidation. Though he did say that 
company’s last dividend should not have been paid, but he said the matter had been discussed 
by the board and signed off in June 2017, just weeks before the first profit warning. He also 
said that “I had no issues with record keeping,” and that most of the risks that hit the company 
in 2017 had been set out in the 2016 annual report, although the impact was greater than 
expected. That is something of an understatement.4 
 
Carillion also had sizable intangible assets whose value may be worthless. On its balance sheet 
Carillion listed £1.67 billion of intangible assets - £1.57 billion of which was goodwill. This 
was twice the size of  the net assets of £710m shown in its 2016 balance sheet. This essentially 
represents the amount paid by Carillion in excess of actual net assets acquired when it bought 
other businesses. Accounting rules permit such goodwill to be carried forward in full, providing 
the company performs annual reviews confirming that this intangible asset remains 
unimpaired. By their very nature, such reviews can be highly subjective as they are ultimately 
based on projections of uncertain future cash flows, and prone to a wide ‘margin of error’. 
 
Several commentators raised the question of the valuation of intangible assets such as goodwill. 
We might ask, if this is particularly susceptible to (innocent or deliberate) manipulation, should 
accounting rules be modified to prevent such financial tinkering from inflating a company’s 
balance sheet in future?5 
 
In principle, Carillion’s corporate governance system should have prevented the use of 
unreasonably optimistic estimates of future costs and revenues in the calculation of contract 
values. Possible culprits include Carillion’s management, the Audit Committee, the non-
executive directors (NEDs), Deloitte (internal auditors) and KPMG (the external auditors).  
Their roles in the affair will now be considered.  
 
 
  

                                                 
4 Taken from the BBC recordings of the SC hearings. SC 2018. 
5 See for example: 
Siganporia, N., FCA Audit partner, HW Fisher & Company, ‘Siganporia: intangible asset rules must be 
reviewed after Carillion collapse’, Accountancy Daily/Magazine, 27 February 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.accountancydaily.co/siganporia-intangible-asset-rules-must-be-reviewed-after-carillion-collapse 
Accessed July 2018. 
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The role of Carillion’s other Directors 
 
 
Box 7.2 Carillion’s Other Directors 
 
Richard Howson CEO appointed from 2012 to July 2017 (joined board 2009) 

Richard Howson, Carillion’s Chief Executive from 2012 until July 2017, was the 
figurehead for a business model that was doomed to fail. As the leader of the 
company, he may have been confident of his abilities and of the success of the 
company, but under him it careered progressively out of control. His misguided self-
assurance obscured an apparent lack of interest in, or understanding of, essential 
detail, or any recognition that Carillion was a business crying out for challenge and 
reform. Right to the end, he remained confident that he could have saved the 
company had the board not finally decided to remove him. SC Page 29. 

 
Keith Cochrane  CEO appointed from July 2017. NED July 2015 to July 2017 then CEO.  
Keith Cochrane was an inside appointment as interim Chief Executive, having served as a 
non-executive on the board that exhibited little challenge or insight. He was unable to 
convince investors of his ability to lead and rebuild the company. Action to appoint new 
leadership from outside Carillion came far too late to have any chance of saving the 
company. 
 
Philip Green Chairman (not Sir Philip) appointed from May 2014 (joined June 2011 as a 
NED) 

Philip Green was Carillion’s Chairman from 2014 until its liquidation. He interpreted 
his role as to be an unquestioning optimist, an outlook he maintained in a delusional, 
upbeat assessment of the company’s prospects only days before it began its public 
decline. While the company’s senior executives were fired, Mr Green continued to 
insist that he was the man to lead a turnaround of the company as head of a “new 
leadership team”. Mr Green told us he accepted responsibility for the consequences 
of Carillion’s collapse, but that it was not for him to assign culpability. As leader of 
the board he was both responsible and culpable. SC  Page 32. 
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NEDs 
The four NEDs were all experienced (see Box 7.3) and all four were on the five sub-committees 
of the board: Remuneration Committee, Nominations Committee, Business Integrity 
Committee, Sustainability Committee, as well as the Audit Committee. It would appear  
challenging  for them to devote sufficient time and effort to fulfilling their responsibilities on 
each of these committees, especially considering  that they were essentially part-time.  For 
example Alison Horner was the Chief People Officer of Tesco and Ceri Powell Executive Vice-
president of Global Exploration, Royal Dutch Shell. Was Carillion expecting too much of its 
non-executive directors? There is a fundamental paradox in the position of the non-executive 
director: if he or she is given too many responsibilities, they become part of the management 
team and are no longer able to provide the outside independent control that is desired, but if 
given too little, they provide insufficient control. It’s a delicate balance.     
 
Non-executives are there to scrutinise executive management . They have a particularly vital 
role in challenging risk management and strategy and should act as a bulwark against reckless 
executives. Carillion’s NEDs were, however, unable to provide any remotely convincing 
evidence of their effective impact. SC Page 31. 
 
Box 7.3 Carillion’s NEDs 
Alison Horner From December 2013 
Pensions expert, Chief People Officer of Tesco 

Alison Horner: a non-executive director and chair of Carillion’s remuneration committee for 
four years, Alison Horner presided over growing salaries and bonuses at the top of the 
company as its performance faltered. In her evidence to us, she sought to justify her approach 
by pointing to industry standards, the guidance of advisors, and conversations with 
shareholders. She failed to demonstrate to us any sense of challenge to the advice she was 
given, any concern about the views of stakeholders, or any regret at the largesse at the top of 
Carillion. Ms Horner continues to hold the role of Chief People Officer of Tesco, where she 
has responsibilities to more than half a million employees. We hope that, in that post, she 
will reflect on the lessons learned from Carillion and her role in its collapse. SC Page 35. 

That said Alison Horner’s role at Tesco has changed from HR to operational. She will 
become chief executive of Tesco's Asia business after spending seven years as chief people 
officer at the supermarket6. Reported as a promotion though.  
Keith Cochrane: Scottish Chartered Accountant with finance experience; former chief 
executive of the Weir Group and of the Stagecoach Group. From July 2015 to July 2017 then 
became CEO.  
Andrew Dougal: also Scottish Chartered Accountant with finance experience; former chief 
executive of Hanson PLC. From October 2011. 
Ceri Powell: Vice-President of Royal Dutch Shell. From April 2014 

                                                 
6 Uttley, H., ‘Pay chief who helped dish out huge bonuses to bosses at Carillion is given a promotion at Tesco’, 
This is Money, 22 May 2018. 
Available at: 
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/markets/article-5754637/Reward-failure-Pay-chief-dished-huge-bonuses-
Carillion-bosses-given-promotion.html 
Accessed July 2018. 
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The SC concluded that the various broad committees were ineffective or had failed. They were 
especially critical of the Remuneration Committee and Alison Horner, its Chairperson whose 
priority was salary boosts and extra payments as described by the SC Page 33. 
 
Carillion’s Audit Committee 
In common with other major companies Carillion had set up an audit committee as required by 
the UK’s corporate governance code. The committee consisted of four NEDs who were  all 
highly experienced and well-respected businesspeople: Keith Cochrane, Andrew Dougal, 
Alison Horner and Ceri Powell. 
 
The 2016 annual report included a very full four-page report on the committee’s activities. 
There are brief references to both the going concern statement and the viability statement. The 
Committee undertook a detailed assessment of the appropriateness of both statements and 
endorsed the management’s decisions in this matter. 
 
Revenue recognition is covered in a 200-word paragraph (less than 5% of the report’s content) 
from which the following extracts are particularly relevant: 

‘A significant proportion of the Committee’s time is spent reviewing contract 
judgements… The Committee reviewed, through discussions with management and the 
external auditor, the positions and judgements taken by management on a number of 
material contracts… On the basis of these discussions, the committee concluded that 
the positions and judgements taken in relation to the contracts reviewed… were 
reasonable.’ 

 
Clearly the Audit Committee made a mistake in concluding that the management’s judgements 
were reasonable. Various hypotheses can be proposed to explain what caused it to make this 
mistake. 

 The Committee’s report is simply a ‘smokescreen’ to conceal the fact that the 
Committee simply ‘rubber-stamped’ the decisions of the management. This 
hypothesis cannot be summarily rejected, for the simple reason that the only publicly 
available information on the Committee’s work is its own report. But we are 
prepared to treat the report as accurate, on the grounds that we judge the Committee 
members to be honourable people who would not resort to such a stratagem. 

 The Committee was incompetent. There is absolutely no evidence to support this 
hypothesis; the members of the Committee were all respected figures in the world 
of business, two of whom had relevant experience of accounting and financial 
matters. 

 The Committee was indolent. This hypothesis must also be rejected. The work 
programme (as set out in its report) gives the impression of a group of people who 
took their responsibilities very seriously. The steps that the Committee took, notably 
discussing issues with management and with the external auditor, seem well 
designed to enable it to discover most serious problems. 
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 The Committee members may have considered that their primary duty was to aid 
and support the management in running the business, hence  they tended to accept 
the management’s viewpoint on matters where there was no certain answer. 
Furthermore, they may have been concerned about the possible negative reaction of 
the Stock Exchange (which could threaten the company’s future) if they had insisted 
on drastic reductions in contract values.     
 

We consider that this last hypothesis is the most likely explanation for the Audit Committee’s 
failure to challenge the management’s estimates of contract outcomes more effectively. 
(though it will be seen that the SC’s conclusions was more along the lines of incompetence) 
We feel that there is a constant danger of an audit committee accepting (perhaps unconsciously) 
the management’s viewpoint on contentious matters. An audit committee is, in effect, part of a 
company’s internal control system; its members (non-executive directors) are employed, 
appointed and remunerated by the company. Naturally they consider that their primary duty is 
to promote the company’s welfare and its continued existence. 
 
The SC were less impressed with the Audit Committee. They also had the benefit of 
interviewing the Audit Committee members directly. Their overall conclusion was that the 
Audit Committee wanted to please management, but there were elements from which a 
conclusion of alleged incompetence or alleged collusion might be offered. For example: 

The Royal Liverpool contract had a number of cracks appearing. The cost of these were 
significant – over £20m of additional cost. Richard Howson said that the costs 
associated with rectifying the cracked beams occurred in the second quarter of 2017 
and added “over £20 million of cost to our completion”. That may tally with Carillion’s 
public unravelling but it does not accord with Carillion’s own review process. A 
November 2016 peer review of the contract concluded that additional costs meant it 
was making a loss of 12.7%. Senior management disagreed, despite having evidence of 
the cracked beams alongside continued issues with asbestos, and recorded an expected 
profit margin of 4.9%. That led to approximately £53 million in additional revenue 
being recognised in the 2016 accounts, the same amount that the company eventually 
made a provision for on that contract in July 2017. SC Page 41 

 
….their audit committee papers show that at least 18 different contracts had provisions 
made against them. Problems of this size and scale do not form overnight. A November 
2016 internal peer review of Carillion’s Royal Liverpool Hospital contract reported it 
was making a loss. Carillion’s management overrode that assessment and insisted on a 
healthy profit margin being assumed in the 2016 accounts. The difference between 
those two assessments was around £53 million, the same loss included for the hospital 
contract in the July 2017 profit warning. SC Page 44.   

 
That £53m crops up again but is explained in the second quote.. 
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Carillion’s external auditor 
Carillion’s external auditor was KPMG, and was first appointed in 1999. It audited the 2016 
accounts which were the last to be issued before the company’s collapse. The 2016 Annual 
Report includes a very full report of over two thousand words on its audit  by KPMG. This 
report starts with the audit opinion, which includes the standard form of words required by the 
EU’s directives and the UK Companies Act: 

In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the Group’s and of 
the Parent Company’s affairs as at 31 December 2016 and of the Group’s profit for the 
year then ended. 

 
There follow over two pages of explanations for this opinion.  The first page deals with ‘Risks 
of material misstatement’. Three items are covered  where KPMG considered that there was a 
material risk of misstatement: recognition of contract revenue; a leasing agreement of £200 
million; and the value of goodwill. After checking, KPMG, decided to accept the 
management’s accounting treatment. As  Carillion did not collapse because of problems with 
the leasing agreement or with goodwill,  presumably KPMG made the right decision in these 
two cases. But they were wrong about  revenue recognition;  being right two times out of three  
was not good enough.   
 
On the recognition of contract revenue, KPMG’s explanation runs to over 500 words, which 
can be summarized under two headings:  

(i) The risk: The percentage of completion method requires judgement on the part of 
management, which can have a material impact on reported profits.  

(ii) KPMG’s response: KPMG did much work, including visiting sites in the UK, 
Middle East and Canada to meet local management and to inspect the stage of 
completion. In effect, the audit report gives the impression that the KPMG auditors 
recognised the risk and took adequate measures to deal with it. But this impression 
is completely false. Less than three months after the audit report was signed, KPMG 
was hired to perform a thorough examination of construction contracts and came to 
the conclusion that they were overvalued by £845 million. There has rarely been so 
vivid a demonstration of the misleading nature of information set out in an audit 
report.  

 
The remainder of KPMG’s audit report deals with a number of other matters that are relevant 
to Carillion’s collapse: 
 

 They examined the Directors’ report and Strategic report and stated that they 
had not identified any material misstatements. 

 They reviewed the going concern statement and the viability statement and 
stated that, in respect of both, they had nothing to report. 

 
On both matters, KPMG’s report essentially concluded that they had not discovered anything 
amiss.  It would be much more helpful to the report reader if the auditor were required to give 
a positive statement – e.g. that these statements and reports gave ‘a true and fair view’ of the 
matter.  
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KPMG – SC’s evidence 
Initially KPMG followed the arguments of the directors, saying it was new events, when we 
already know that the difficulties stem from way back, possibly as early as 2012/2013. But by 
2014 the accounting rules had already been changed. This is what the SC said about the initial 
KPMG position: 

When we questioned KPMG about the provision Carillion made in July 2017, KPMG’s 
responses mirrored those of Carillion’s directors: the causes all related to events that 
took place after the publication of the accounts on 1 March 2017. They listed factors 
including “worsening delays leading to forecast reassessments”, “unexpected site-
specific developments” and “the developing political and economic situation in the 
Middle East, particularly events in Qatar”, as being responsible for the contract 
provision. SC Page 52. 

 
But the SC went on to dis-prove this view by quoting much evidence and statements given 
already but not mentioned in any of their audit reports:  
 

KPMG audited Carillion for 19 years, pocketing £29 million in the process. Not once 
during that time did they qualify their audit opinion on the financial statements, instead 
signing off the figures put in front of them by the company’s directors. Yet, had KPMG 
been prepared to challenge management, the warning signs were there in highly 
questionable assumptions about construction contract revenue and the intangible asset 
of goodwill accumulated in historic acquisitions. These assumptions were fundamental 
to the picture of corporate health presented in audited annual accounts. In failing to 
exercise - and voice - professional scepticism towards Carillion’s aggressive accounting 
judgements, KPMG was complicit in them. It should take its own share of responsibility 
for the consequences. SC Page 53. 
 

KPMG’s stated review process for Carillion’s revenue and cost recognition looks 
comprehensive and should have led to at least a challenge of management’s figures. Though 
the evidence at the select committees seems to be that the external auditors always took the 
management view even if it was at the top of a range of values. 
 
KPMG and the Qatari contract 
In Qatar, the contract specifications had been changed many times and the two contracting 
parties were at complete loggerheads. Carillion claimed that it was owed £200 million while 
Msheireb Properties claimed the opposite, and that in fact it was owed £200 million. In the 
testimony given by Peter Meehan (KPMG audit partner for Carillion) to the Select Committee, 
he said: 

‘the fact that one party thinks its £200m this way and the other thinks it is the other way 
shows that there is a very broad range of what is acceptable in contract revenue 
accounting’7. 

                                                 
7 Sweet, P., and White, S., 2018, ‘Wide range of judgments’ at Carillion’, Accountancy Daily/Magazine, 29 
March 2018. 
Available at: 
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According to the evidence given in the select committee, this was a long standing problem 
account with disagreements over the contract price. One director made more than 18 trips to 
attempt a resolution (see previous chapter). Carillion said they made 2,700 design changes. But 
the Qatari client disagreed. The auditors had visited the Qatari site in 2015 (but not 2016), and  
were aware of these issues. Yet the auditors still agreed with management to take the highest 
possible valuation.   
 
We think that common sense, let alone auditing skills, would dictate that this should have been 
investigated further, especially when the situation involves dealing with the Qatari royal family 
who are in command of the contracting company. In the case of a dispute, it certainly doesn’t 
make sense to take the upper end of a valuation made by management. As the Qatari client was 
adamant, the most realistic case would be to accept a value of zero. It seems that KPMG chose 
the upper end in  agreement with management, with no evidence or even a common sense 
appraisal. The Qatari firm Msheireb Properties has as its chairperson, Her Highness Sheikha 
Moza bint Nasser, and its assessment on the contract are as follows:  Msheireb had contracted 
Carillion to work on a £4 billion redevelopment of the centre of Doha ahead of the 2022 World 
Cup, which Qatar is hosting. Msheireb insisted that all money due was handed over in 2017 
and says that Carillion did not pass the funds on to its own suppliers, leaving more than 40 
subcontractors unpaid. The company is now considering legal action after having to pay the 
supply chain directly as well as hiring another contractor to finish the work.8 
 
Furthermore, Carillion was not paid for 18 months so all relevant parties knew there was a 
problem. Taking  management’s estimate when no payment has been received for 18 months 
should have rung alarm bells. Even though Carillion says the Qatar company made lots of 
changes to the contract which they were never paid for, that had already been known in the 18 
months earlier.  
 
So a thorough investigation would have revealed that the £200m was not going to be paid. But 
losing that £200m was not sufficient in itself to cause the downfall of the company. It is just 
one piece of evidence to illustrate that the checks and balances represented by management 
estimates, the internal auditors, the audit committee and the external auditors failed completely.  
 
  

                                                 
https://www.accountancydaily.co/audit-updates-april-2018 
Accessed July 2018. 
8 Harwood, A., ‘Qatari client disputes Carillion’s testimony’, The Construction Index, 22 February 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/news/view/qatari-client-disputes-carillions-testimony 
Accessed July 2018. 
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KPMG’s defence 
In a letter addressed to the chairs of the Parliamentary Committees investigating the collapse 
of Carillion, Bill Michael, KPMG’s UK Chairman, has given a robust defence of his firm’s 
audit, writing that ‘we have no reason to believe that the 2016 accounts showed other than a 
true and fair view, and… we believe that we conducted our work appropriately and 
responsibly’.9  He  made two broad arguments in support of this claim: 
 

1. Subsequent events: Bill Michael argued that: ‘…deteriorating cash flows across a 
number of significant contracts during the first half of 2017 led the company to 
undertake an enhanced review which ultimately resulted in the write-down of £845m. 
In short, management concluded that external factors meant that its previous estimates 
as to the outturn on a number of large, multi-year construction contracts were no longer 
going to be met. The fact that subsequent events adversely impacted on the expected 
outcomes does not mean that the views formed about those contracts at the year-end 
were unreasonable or wrong’. 

 
It is, of course, always logically possible to claim that a prediction is valid at the time that it is 
made. But, in our opinion, the difficulties that Carillion was having in the months and years 
prior to December 2016 in collecting revenue from contracts and in cost overruns, provides 
clear evidence that the predictions made at that time were not consistent with existing facts.  
 

2. The expectations gap: Bill Michael denied that an unqualified audit report gives a 
company ‘a clean bill of health’. He asserted that  
‘an audit opinion is an opinion on a set of accounts at a particular point in time and on 
the reasonableness of the management’s view that the company will continue as a going 
concern for the following twelve months… It does not follow automatically from a 
company collapse either that the opinion of management was wrong or that the auditor 
did a bad job’.  

 
He argued that those people who expected more of an audit were mistaken; they were ill-
informed about the purpose and nature of an audit as required by the law and standards. There 
was an ‘expectations gap’ (discussed previously) between what audit delivered and what the 
public expected it to deliver.      
 
 
  

                                                 
9 Op. Cit. SC 2018. The text of the letter may be viewed on the House of Commons website. But see online: 
Available at: 
https://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/work-and-pensions/Correspondence/Letter-from-
KPMG-Chairman-to-the-Chairs-relating-to-Carillion-2-February-2018.pdf 
Accessed July 2018. 
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Carillion’s internal auditor 
Carillion paid Deloitte to act as its internal auditor – this dovetails into Carillion’s concept of 
sub-contracting as much as possible. With hindsight may be a false economy. Accountancy 
Age reported that over time KPMG received £29m in audit fees from Carillion while Deloitte 
netted £11m10. It is not clear how long Deloitte’s fee was paid over, but we would be surprised 
if the annual sum was much more than £1m to £1.2m - certainly not much less than KPMG 
audit fees which are shown in Table 7.1. 
 
 
 Table 7.1 KPMG audit fees  in Carillion’s 2016 Annual Report  
 
                             2015  2016 
  Audit fees                              £1.4m £1.4m 
  Audit add-ons (our name)                            £0.1m            £0.0m 
    (called other assurance services in the accounts) 
 Taxation services                             £0.1m £0.0m 
    (blacklisted in 2016) 

 
Everything said about the external auditor applies to Deloitte as the outsourced internal auditor. 
Deloitte’s may be equally to blame by some:  

Both the regulator and the profession are in the line of fire after a succession of scandals. 
KPMG and Deloitte have been lambasted for missing red flags at Carillion, with the 
FRC criticised for failing to follow up concerns about the construction giant’s 
accounts11. 

 
Michael Jones, partner with Deloitte, stated that the Carillion subjected around 100 contracts, 
worth roughly half the value of outstanding contracts, to a peer review process involving  staff 
who were not involved directly on those contracts. Jones said that Deloitte looked at about 50 
contracts which had given rise to provisions in the accounts, and found that ‘in a number of 
cases the peer review team had taken a more pessimistic view of the contract performance than 
was presented in the numbers,’12 13.  

                                                 
10 Shoalb, A., ‘Carillion inquiry: missed red flags, aggressive accounting and the pension deficit’, Accountancy 
Age, 26 February 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/02/26/carillion-inquiry-missed-red-lights-aggressive-accounting-
pension-deficit/ 
Accessed July 2018. 
11 Urwin, R., 2018, ‘FRC: the watchdog that barked too late: After a string of corporate collapses, has the 
accounting regulator finally found its teeth?’, The Times, 8 July 2018.  
Available at: 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/frc-the-watchdog-that-barked-too-late-qln3xg7zh 
Accessed July 2018. 
12 Op. Cit. Sweet and White 2018. 
13 Sweet, P., ‘KPMG tells MPs of ‘wide range of judgments’ at Carillion’, Accountancy Daily/Magazine, 22 
February 2018. 
Available at: 
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Given the peer review team findings that they, as internal auditors, were taking a more 
pessimistic view of the contracts revenue recognition, it would have been prudent for the audit 
committee to have made some additional provision. Instead, it appears they took the previous 
management position with no provisions, rejecting the internal auditors evidence and other 
internal observations. As such it is an audit committee failure, unless the message from 
Deloitte’s, acting as internal auditor, was not clear enough.  
 

Although Deloitte made a number of recommendations through their internal audit 
reports, they rarely identified issues as high priority. Only 15 out of 309 
recommendations between 2012 and 2016 were deemed as such. Likewise, across 61 
internal audit reports in 2015 and 2016, only a single report in 2016 found inadequate 
controls. They were responsible for advising on financial controls such as debt 
recovery, yet were unaware of the dispute with Msheireb over who owed whom £200 
million. They also did not appear to have expressed concern over the high risk to the 
business of a small number of contracts not being met. Deloitte were responsible for 
advising Carillion’s board on risk management and financial controls, failings in the 
business that proved terminal. Deloitte were either unable to identify effectively to the 
board the risks associated with their business practices, unwilling to do so, or too readily 
ignored them. SC Page 34. 

 
EY as an adviser 
EY, another member of the Big Four, was particularly heavily involved with Carillion after the 
profits warning in July 2017. They were appointed to oversee “Project Ray”, a transformation 
programme designed to reset the business. Carillion paid them £10.8 million over a six-month 
period, in part to identify up to £123 million of cost savings, mainly to be met through a 1,720 
reduction in full-time UK employees.  

Those savings were not achieved before the company collapsed. EY also helped 
negotiate the agreement with the pension Trustee to defer £25 million in deficit 
recovery contributions and a “time to pay” arrangement with HMRC in October 2017 
that deferred £22 million of tax obligations. As we noted earlier, EY even suggested 
extending standard payment terms to suppliers to 126 days. SC Page 54.  
 

EY also provided a transformation officer (seconded in from EY). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
https://www.accountancydaily.co/kpmg-tells-mps-wide-range-judgments-carillion 
Accessed July 2018. 
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Other advisors 
See Table 7.2. What is amazing is the array of advisers Carillion called upon to help them. Of 
course the city is full of lawyers advising corporations, and transactional firms helping to 
arrange funds or mergers and takeovers. But the extent is surprising especially the payments in 
the last days. 

 
Table 7.2 Carillion’s payments to advisers on 12 January 2018 
Advisor name Function Carillion work Amount 

paid 
Deloitte Accounting Internal auditor               £0 
EY Accounting  Review/Costs £2,508,000 
KPMG Accounting External auditor      £78,000 
PwC Accounting Various    £276,000 
Morgan Stanley then HSBC Brokers                £0 
FTI Consulting Consulting, funding Information 

systems 
£1,018,666 

Lazard & Co Famous long-standing 
City Investment bank 

Bankers    £551,716 

Akin Gump Lawyers Dealmakers?    £305,549 
Mills & Reeve Lawyers Unknown      £20,621 
Sacker & Partners Lawyers Pension schemes      £37,211 
Clifford Chance Lawyers (Magic Circle) Unknown    £149,104 
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer Lawyers (Magic Circle) Finance      £91,165 
Slaughter and May Lawyers (Magic Circle) Unknown £1,196,093 
Willkie Farr & Gallagher UK Transactional Finance    £164,016 
Source: Select Committee Report Page 55 and augmented by authors 

 
Of course, the SC were scathing: 

Carillion’s directors were supported by an array of illustrious advisory firms. Names 
such as Slaughter and May, Lazard, Morgan Stanley and EY were brandished by the 
board as a badge of credibility. But the appearance of prominent advisors proves 
nothing other than the willingness of the board to throw money at a problem and the 
willingness of advisory firms to accept generous fees. SC Page 55-56. 

 
And  

Advisory firms are not incentivised to act as a check on recklessly run businesses. A 
long and lucrative relationship is not secured by unduly rocking the boat. As Carillion 
unravelled, some firms gave unwelcome advice. Morgan Stanley explained that the 
opportunity to raise equity to keep the company afloat had passed. Carillion simply 
marginalised them and sought a second opinion. By the end, a whole suite of advisors, 
including an array of law firms, were squeezing fee income out of what remained of the 
company. £6.4 million disappeared on the last working day alone as the directors 
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pleaded for a taxpayer bailout. Chief among the beneficiaries was EY, paid £10.8 
million for its six months of failed turnaround advice as Carillion moved inexorably 
towards collapse. SC Page 56. 

 
FRC 
FRC being asymmetric and SC agrees 
The problem is that the FRC has less control over management than it has over the auditors. 
With auditors, the FRC only has to be able to prove breach of a rule. With preparer-accountants 
the FRC has to prove behaviour amounting to misconduct; with preparer-directors who are not 
qualified accountants the FRC has no sanction against them. This asymmetric nature is a 
weakness of the FRC powers. So we accept that although the FRC would like greater control 
and power to control management and accounting within management, it  does not have this 
power. The replacement of the FRC by the new statutory authority, ARGA (as recommended 
by the Kingman Review), with enhanced powers and teeth, may be a remedy to the 
shortcomings of the old FRC. We shall see.  
 
The SC view of the FRC was less favourable than our own.  The SC implied that the FRC was 
aware of problems at Carillion and the KPMG audit but did not follow this up. Less welcome 
for the FRC was a comment on FRC timing: 
 

While we welcome the swift announcement of investigations into the audit of Carillion 
and the conduct of the Finance Directors responsible for the accounts, we have little 
faith in the ability of the FRC to complete important investigations in a timely manner. 
SC Page 61 

 
Though their overall conclusion is more critical: 

The FRC was far too passive in relation to Carillion’s financial reporting. It should have 
followed up its identification of several failings in Carillion’s 2015 accounts with 
subsequent monitoring. Its limited intervention in July 2017 clearly failed to deter the 
company in persisting with its over-optimistic presentation of financial information. 
The FRC was instead happy to walk away after securing box-ticking disclosures of 
information. It was timid in challenging Carillion on the inadequate and questionable 
nature of the financial information it provided and wholly ineffective in taking to task 
the auditors who had responsibility for ensuring their veracity. Page 61 

 
 
More welcome for the FRC was their reinforcement of the asymmetric approach to 
management and auditors, though there is a critique before that statement: 
 

While we welcome the swift announcement of investigations into the audit of Carillion 
and the conduct of the Finance Directors responsible for the accounts, we have little 
faith in the ability of the FRC to complete important investigations in a timely manner. 
We recommend changes to ensure that all directors who exert influence over financial 
statements can be investigated and punished as part of the same investigation, not just 
those with accounting qualifications. (Paragraph 148). Page 61. 
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And then another rather negative statement about the FRC: 
 

The FRC was far too passive in relation to Carillion’s financial reporting. It should have 
followed up its identification of several failings in Carillion’s 2015 accounts with 
subsequent monitoring. Its limited intervention in July 2017 clearly failed to deter the 
company in persisting with its over-optimistic presentation of financial information. 
The FRC was instead happy to walk away after securing box-ticking disclosures of 
information. It was timid in challenging Carillion on the inadequate and questionable 
nature of the financial information it provided and wholly ineffective in taking to task 
the auditors who had responsibility for ensuring their veracity. (Paragraph 149). Page 
61.  

 
FRC investigation into Carillion 
This is what they FRC14 say they have done and are doing – perhaps with a view to criticisms 
of slow speed levelled before: 
 

Given the clear public interest in this matter, the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is 
providing an update on its investigation into Carillion. The main areas of focus for the 
investigations of KPMG’s audit of Carillion (2014 – 2017) and of two finance directors 
Richard Adam and Zafar Khan are: contract accounting; reverse factoring; pensions; 
goodwill and going concern. Good progress with the investigation is being made by the 
FRC’s team of lawyers and forensic accountants15.  

 
Previously it has taken years for FRC to reach conclusions and they are correct in that they run 
these investigations like a court of law.  
 
 
 
Continued  

                                                 
14 FRC, ‘Financial Reporting Review Panel (FRRP)’, Financial Reporting Council.  
Available at: 
https://www.frc.org.uk/accountants/corporate-reporting-review/financial-reporting-review-panel-(frrp) 
Accessed July 2018. 
15 FRC News, 2018, ‘Update on FRC investigations in relation to Carillion’, Financial Reporting Council, 16 
May 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/may-2018/update-on-frc-investigations-in-relation-to-carill 
Accessed July 2018. 
And 
FRC News, 2018, ‘Investigation into the preparation and approval of the financial statements of Carillion plc’, 
Financial Reporting Council, 19 March 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/march-2018/investigation-into-the-preparation-and-approval-of 
Accessed July 2018. 
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Will ARGA make a difference? 
Of course now that it is confirmed that the FRC will be replaced by ARGA with new and 
stronger powers, the new ARGA may have been able to prevent the worst excesses experienced 
by Carillion. We will never know. Would it have prevented the collapse? Probably not but it 
might have forced the collapsed earlier when debts were not so bad or where there was some 
possibility of a takeover or restructuring. However, we still feel that some of the Kingman 
proposals, especially in relation to directors who are not accountants, are still too weak and 
probably ineffective. However, we welcome the creation of and strengthening of ARGA’s 
powers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued  
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Others Players: Investors 
The SC was not impressed with investors or the board’s response to shareholders. See Box 7.4: 
 
Box 7.4 SC’s view of Investors 
 
Standard Life began to gradually divest in December 2015 owing to concerns about financial 
management, strategy and corporate governance. Bi-annual meetings with Carillion board 
from 2014, at which concerns were raised about widening pension deficit, high levels of 
debt, weak cash generation an unwillingness of board to change strategic direction. Meeting 
with CEO on 17 July, by which time shareholding was minimal. All shares sold by end of 
2017. SC Page 49. 
 
Effective stewardship by investors depends in large part on the availability of trustworthy 
financial reporting and on honest engagement with board members in response to the raising 
of concerns. The Carillion board failed on both these counts. In private meetings with the 
board, the Standard Life representative, Euan Stirling, referred to the fact that “the financial 
statements have been made to reflect a much more optimistic outlook for the company”, and 
that there was “a gloss to the presentations that we felt did not reflect the true business 
circumstances”. SC Page 49 
 
Major investors in Carillion were unable to exercise sufficient influence on the board to 
change its direction of travel. For this the board itself must shoulder most responsibility. 
They failed to publish the trustworthy information necessary for investors who relied on 
public statements to assess the strength of the company. Investors who sought to discuss 
their concerns about management failings with the board were met with unconvincing and 
incompetent responses. Investors were left with little option other than to divest. SC Page 
50. 

 
It is not surprising that the board failed to attract the large injection of capital required from 
investors; we are aware of only one who even considered this possibility. In the absence of 
strong incentives to intervene, institutional investors acted in a rational manner, based on the 
information they had available to them. Resistance to an increase in bonus opportunities, 
regrettably, did not extend to direct challenges to board members. SC Page 51. 

 
 
 
 
Continued  
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Pensions and The Pensions Regulator (TPR) 
Our view is that the Carillion board relied on external advisers to help negotiate the absolute 
minimum levels necessary to keep the TPR off their backs, a view confirmed by the fact that 
the TPR seemed willing to be pushed into demanding less and less. However, given the 
financial situation, there was not much more the board could do, unless they cut down on 
dividends.  
 
The Select Committee’s  evidence showed weakness in the pensions process and in particular 
the failure of the Pensions Regulator. See Box 7.5 

 
Box 7.5 The Select Committee’s assessment of Carillion’s manipulation of the pension 
fund  
The pension trustees were outgunned in negotiations with directors intent on paying as 
little as possible into the pension schemes. Largely powerless, they took a conciliatory 
approach with a sponsor who was their only hope of additional money and, for some of 
them, their own employer. When it was clear that the company was refusing to budge an 
inch, they turned to the Pensions Regulator to intervene.(Page 57, paragraph 134) 
 
The Pensions Regulator’s feeble response to the underfunding of Carillion’s pension 
schemes was a threat to impose a contribution schedule, a power it had never—and has still 
never—used. The Regulator congratulated itself on a final agreement which was exactly 
what the company asked for the first few years and only incorporated a small uptick in 
recovery plan contributions after the next negotiation was due. In reality, this intervention 
only served to highlight to both sides quite how unequal the contest would continue to be. 
(Page 59, paragraph 142) 
 
The Pensions Regulator failed in all its objectives regarding the Carillion pension scheme. 
Scheme members will receive reduced pensions. The Pension Protection Fund and its levy 
payers will pick up their biggest bill ever. Any growth in the company that resulted from 
scrimping on pension contributions can hardly be described as sustainable. Carillion was 
run so irresponsibly that its pension schemes may well have ended up in the PPF 
regardless, but the Regulator should not be spared blame for allowing years of 
underfunding by the company. Carillion collapsed with net pension liabilities of around 
£2.6 billion and little prospect of anything being salvaged from the wreckage to offset 
them. Without any sense of irony, the Regulator chose this moment to launch an 
investigation to see if Carillion should contribute more money to its schemes. No action 
now by TPR will in any way protect pensioners from being consigned to the PPF. (SC 
Page 59, paragraph 143) 
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The impact post-Carillion 
As an intermediate action, in early 2018 the FRC has written to the boards of construction 
companies (i.e. management and not the auditors) warning them to pay particular attention to 
accounting issues, including going concern, risk and viability reporting, and business 
models16. 
 
Writing in the Observer (Sunday 20 January 2018), Prime Minister Theresa May announced 
that within weeks, the UK Government would reveal plans to hit irresponsible company bosses 
who “line their own pockets” while failing to protect workers’ pension schemes with significant 
fines. After the collapse of Carillion with a massive deficit in its pension scheme, the prime 
minister revealed her government will act urgently to stamp out “abuse”. 
 
On 21 January 2018,  The Times headline ran ‘Fines for fat cats who put pensions at risk’ : 

“The prime minister has threatened punitive fines and pledged “tough new rules” to 
deal with company bosses who put pension schemes at risk while lining “their own 
pockets” in the wake of the collapse of Carillion last week….Theresa May promised to 
take action against “top executives reaping big bonuses for recklessly putting short-
term profit ahead of long-term success””. 

 
So far these words remain as just that... words, with no real actions. Perhaps Brexit has side-
tracked any further actions?  
 
In 2013, the Competition Commission (the predecessor to the CMA) heavily criticised the Big 
Four for having too close a relationship with company management which resulted in a 
"tendency for auditors to focus on satisfying management rather than shareholders' needs". The 
CMA has now been tasked and has now reported on considering the audit market in depth.  
 
The SC echoed this recommendation  

We recommend that the Government refers the statutory audit market to the 
Competition and Markets Authority. The terms of reference of that review should 
explicitly include consideration of both breaking up the Big Four into more audit firms, 
and detaching audit arms from those providing other professional services”. Page 85. 

                                                 
16 Sent shortly after the Carillion collapse, the six-page letter focussed on their reporting 
responsibilities in highlighting problem areas such as judgments and estimates, the importance 
of revenue recognition in the context of reliable estimates of contract outcomes, and completion 
dates. In the letter, the FRC emphasize that effective systems and balanced judgment based on 
all current and relevant evidence are required when estimating the cost to complete long-term 
contracts and future revenue streams from those contracts. They further say that this is 
especially important where significant risks (i.e., demand risk, costs changes and contractual 
targets) are borne by the company. They also added that there are some situations where 
management may need to quantify the key assumptions underlying their estimates to ensure 
shareholders and analyst understand the company's position and performance, and to facilitate 
intercompany comparison.  
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While the CMA is considering the possible beak-up of the Big Four, the government has set 
up the Kingman Review to consider all aspects of the FRC. Meanwhile the Big Four are tasked 
providing suggestions to increase competition. See Volume 1: Disruption in the Audit Market: 
The Future of the Big Four. 
 
The Kingman Review has led to the government accepting the FRC replacement, ARGA, with 
strengthened powers. This is an improvement even though not all our recommendations has 
been adopted. For example directors wo are not accountants are still to be disciplined by the 
Insolvency Service which we think has been mostly ineffective and only can act when a 
company goes into administration.  
 
The CMA ducked its normal responsibilities and made a number of recommendations – none 
of which would lead to a full-scale investigation or any break-up of the Big Four. So the 
insufficient numbers (of the Big Four) remains with us. The possible ban on non-audit work 
for large audit clients will make the insufficient numbers problem worse. So our conclusion is 
that the CMA's report is weak and ineffectual.  
See 
http://www.fin-rep.org/wp-content/uploads/book2/5-Our-response-to-the-CMA-update-
paper.pdf 
 
 


